
Lift CapacityLift Capacity
1700kg1700kg

Create up to 30% more WarehouseCreate up to 30% more Warehouse
CapacityCapacity
Flexi Flexi 17 works in just 2.0 metres (EURO) or 1.8 metres17 works in just 2.0 metres (EURO) or 1.8 metres
(ISO) aisles to GN9 (FEM) standards (Handles Euro(ISO) aisles to GN9 (FEM) standards (Handles Euro
Alliance pallets in 2.0M aisle to DIN 15185 standard)Alliance pallets in 2.0M aisle to DIN 15185 standard)

Lift Heights to 8.5 MetresLift Heights to 8.5 Metres
FlFlexexi 17 brings all the space-saving benefits of thei 17 brings all the space-saving benefits of the
Flexi truck concept to medium/high bayFlexi truck concept to medium/high bay
warehouse applicationswarehouse applications

Stacking PerformanceStacking Performance
FFlexi 17 featulexi 17 features a unique 1000mm wide chassisres a unique 1000mm wide chassis
and our original 220º over-rotate feature, plusand our original 220º over-rotate feature, plus
compact front axle. Additionally, Flexi Digitalcompact front axle. Additionally, Flexi Digital
continuous front wheel is suited to both push back,continuous front wheel is suited to both push back,
drive-in racking and block stacking operationsdrive-in racking and block stacking operations

Triplex or Quad Lift MastTriplex or Quad Lift Mast
LiLift mast options include triplex full free lift or quadft mast options include triplex full free lift or quad
four-stage full free lift, to suit most warehousefour-stage full free lift, to suit most warehouse
application, allowing operation under mezzanineapplication, allowing operation under mezzanine
floors, rack bridge bays or entering loading semifloors, rack bridge bays or entering loading semi
trailors.trailors.

Proven Quality, Safety and ReliabilityProven Quality, Safety and Reliability
www.flexitruck.comwww.flexitruck.com

Flexible OperationFlexible Operation
The Flexi The Flexi truck does NOT require steel rail ortruck does NOT require steel rail or
inductive wire guidance in the very narrow aisle,inductive wire guidance in the very narrow aisle,
and so can pick up pallets in any goods receivingand so can pick up pallets in any goods receiving
area inside or outsidearea inside or outside

Flexi 17 - N/N+Flexi 17 - N/N+
1000/11001000/1100



The Digital RangeThe Digital Range
The Digital Range of articulated fork trucks has beenThe Digital Range of articulated fork trucks has been

developed specifically to improve storage and handlingdeveloped specifically to improve storage and handling

Fixed "Clear Vision" Mast
Operators have excellent forward
visibility thanks to our triplex free lift
mast, with its side mounted lift
cylinders. Safe productive forward
pallet pick up and set down.

Front Wheel Drive
Proven safe traction-laden or unladen
in all operating conditions. Tough
elastic rubber tires all round allow
operation on all warehouse floors. No
tyre scrubbing, with full differential
drive on both  wheels when turning.

Forward-Facing Seat
Comfortable and high-quality
adjustable full-suspension seat with
operators lumber support, reduces
fatigue and improves productively.

Integrated Sideshift
All Flexi's are supplied with a high
quality integrated sideshifting fork
carriage to promote efficient and safe
stacking.

Easy Battery Access
Fast and safe battery access and
changing. Low lift off, fork pockets.
Easy battery inspection and topping.
No motors, brakes or pumps hidden
underneath.

HiVIS Overhead Guard
The unique Flexi ‘HiVIS’ Twin Post™
overhead guard combines maximum
visibility and complete overhead and
roll over protection for the operator.
With no front 'posts' to obscure
operators vision when stacking.

Unique Flexi 220° Over Rotation
More stacking clearance along every
aisle. Compact axle designs maximise
aisle clearances. Flexi is the proven ‘no
damage - fast turn’ solution.
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